
Sohn W Forney, Journalist and Politician
By GEORGE R. DOWDELL

John W. Forney, a powerful journalistic and political force in the Civil
War era, cut his professional "eye teeth" on Lancaster's oldest existing news-
paper.

Forney — destined to become the friend and advisor of presidents and
a giant in a glittering period of great newspaper editors — began an appren-
ticeship in the office of the Lancaster Journal at about age thirteen.1

Forney served his training under Hugh Maxwell, proprietor of the
Journal at that time and noted for his ability as an editor. The youthful
Forney's previous training had been only an "ordinary English education."2

The apprenticeship of Forney continued for about seven years or until
he reached the age of twenty. Then in 1837, he and James H. Bryson, in
partnership, purchased the Lancaster Intelligencer. Forney became editor
and within a year the sole proprietor. Despite his youthfulness, Forney
appeared to prosper as an editor and publisher for in September, 1839, he
also bought the newspaper on which he had started as a "printer's devil."
He combined the two newspapers into the Intelligencer and Journal, which
continues today as a Lancaster daily publication. Besides being an important
year as far as his journalistic career was concerned, 1837 was likewise an
important one for the young editor politically.

Forney, who throughout his life was a prolific letter-writer, made what
appears to have been his first contact with another Lancastrian, James
Buchanan, through a letter he wrote. The letter — dated December 29,
1837 — was written approximately two decades before Buchanan was to
become the fifteenth U. S. President with considerable help from Forney.
That letter is filled with the admiration and respect that a young man would
have for a figure that had by time attained national prominence. Talking
about his venture into publishing the Intelligencer, the twenty-year-old news-
paperman wrote his future friend and President: " . . . It was a most
miserable concern when, in March last, it (Intelligencer) came into our hands.

1 The Biographical Encyclopedia of Pennsylvania, published in Philadel-
phia, Oct., 1874, pp. 23 and 24.

2 A Biographical History of Lancaster County, compiled by Alex. Harris
and published in Lancaster in 1872, p. 207.



Without money — without friends — and without subscribers — we started
it on its career. It has succeeeded. We now have seven hundred subscribers,
and I feel hopeful indeed nothing but a failing of my poor energies or a
discontinuance of public favor, can overthrow those hopes. . . . "

The same letter, incidentally, asked Buchanan to get Forney's former
partner, Bryson, a job at printing in Washington, 1). C., where he had gone
only recently as a stranger. Forney wrote Buchanan that Bryson is " . . .
a young man of steady habits, and quite an adept in printing." Buchanan
was forty-six years old and had been a Senator for about three years at the
arrival of this letter.

The letter illustrates a Forney characteristic which appears to have
stuck with him throughout his life. He jumped into things with both feet.
He was only twenty years old and writing his first letter to the then U. S.
Senator James Buchanan. But that did not stop Forney from recommending
another young man for a position. The letter also would imply that the two
young men dissolved their partnership amicably.

The Lancaster native's fifty-one-year journalistic career covered a period
of which part was one of the richest — if not the richest — in American
newspaper history. Against this glittering newspaper era, Forney's influence
was exercised, not only in Lancaster, but in Philadelphia and Washington.
His influence was felt throughout the East. The eight years which Forney
spent in Lancaster could well be called his formative years as an editor
and editorialist. He left in 1845 to attain his greatest prominence and in-
fluence in Philadelphia and Washington.

But let's examine the period, which covers roughly from 1840 to 1880.
During that time America had fought two wars — the Mexican and Civil —
and after licking her wounds from the last decisive conflict started on the
course which eventually was to make her a world power.

The new "penny press" at the start of this period had become a fact.
It was in this penny-press period that the newspapers — because of their
small cost — began having a mass appeal and ceased to be the servant — prop-
erty, if you will — of a party class or personal clique. They crept into the
pockets of the average American — or working man — for the future good
of the nation.

Newspapers began tossing their weight around, causing political and
social reforms. In 1857, the New York Times, which had been founded only
six years before, exposed a land steal which under the guise of helping to
build railroads amounted to the giving away of most of the Minnesota
Territory.

War correspondents; the press associations, as we know them today;
modern methods of transmitting news, many revolutionary mechanical im-
provements which permitted mass printing, and many other precedent setting
events in the newspaper world had their roots in this period. The period was
a golden one for the editorial. Particularly the years 1850-1860 saw the
editorial reach its highest development and influence. The period was one
of the most pivotal in American history. The Democratic Party was split
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into factions. The Whig Party was wiped out; the Republican Party was
born.

Newspapers had a question to discuss of nation-wide appeal — slavery.
The question was to nearly split the nation in half before the period ended.
But the moral issue of slavery particularly in the North, naturally brought
editorials of great strength and public influence.

One of the most important editorials ever written came in the midst of
the Civil War itself from the pen of the famous Horace Greeley. It appeared
in his New York Tribune on August 20, 1862. The editorial —"The Prayer
of Twenty Million" — many newspaper historians contend, caused a wavering
and uncertain Lincoln to issue his famous Emancipation Proclamation on
September 22, 1862. At the proclamation's appearance, Greeley then followed
up with his almost equally-famous editorial, "God Bless, Abraham Lincoln."
In the latter editorial he praised the sixteenth President for his decisive
action.

But what has all this to do with John W. Forney? It was against this
rich backdrop that he emerged both as a powerful newspaper and political
figure. His influence was present in the shaping of national policy through-
out this period. But he was particularly strong in the period immediately
before, during, and after the Civil War. He became, at a period of crisis, a
strong supporter of Lincoln,, and the Union cause. He was, as we shall see,
a counselor of the sixteenth President, advising him even on the selection
of cabinet officers.3

The so-called "Copperhead Press" in the North during the conflict between
the States was openly critical of President Lincoln and the Civil War. Forney
in this period took as an avowed editorial stand the policy "never to criticize
the government in its hours of peril and trouble."

James Melvin Lee, the prominent newspaper historian, commenting on
the great influence of editorial policy in the years 1850 to 1860 on the slavery
issue, has this to say:

. . . Such a great moral issue naturally brought out editorials of
unusual strength. Of these possibly special mention should be made of those
of Greeley in the New York Tribune; those of Webb in the New York Courier
and Enquirer; those of Forney in the Philadelphia Press; those of Bowels
in the Springfield Republican; those of Medill in the Chicago Tribune; those
of Schouler in the Cincinnati Gazette; those of Bryant in the Evening Post;
and those of Weed in the Albany Evening Journal." 4

The same authority on newspaper history said that Forney's Press in
Philadelphia was "one of the most influential newspapers during the Civil
War period." 5

3 Letters by John W. Forney in Robert Lincoln Collection (Library of
Congress) indicate this in several instances.

4 History of American Journalism, written by James Melvin Lee and
published by Houghton Mifflin Company, p. 207.

5 History of American Journalism, p. 336.



When Forney left Lancaster, the Intelligencer was turned over to Marcus
D. Holbrook as manager. Holbrook in 1846 became sole publisher for a short
time.

Forney lived and carried on his publishing enterprise along old Market
Street on the present site of Central Market, just about opposite the home
of the present Intelligencer-Journal.

Forney had purchased the property -- a two-story dwelling and printing
house — on March 31, 1840. He sold it to the City of Lancaster for $3,700
on March 28, 1854, as part of the site for the present Central Market building:

That property was an historic one for it was there that William Henry,
the great Revolutionary War rifle-maker, lived and worked. There also
Henry and Benjamin Grimier published the German weekly, The TrueAmerican.6

After leaving Lancaster, Forney was to become associated as a pub-
lisher or an editor with four other newspapers. His association with them
was in this order: The Pennsylvanian, Philadelphia; the Union, Washington;
the Press, Philadelphia; the Chronicle, Washington; and the Progress, Phila-
delphia.

Forney had left Lancaster in 1845 to become assistant surveyor at the
port in Philadelphia under an appointment from President James K. Polk,
the first of five consecutive presidents under whose administrations he would
hold office.

But once in Philadelphia it was not too long before Forney was back
in a newspaper office. The same year he purchased a half interest in the
Pennsylvanian, the State's leading Democratic organ. He continued his asso-
ciation with this newspaper until 1853.7

Sometime around 1851, he became one of the editors of the Union. in
Washington. He continued his connection with this newspaper until 1856.

In August, 1857 — at the age of forty years — Forney launched his most
important newspaper, the Press, in Philadelphia. He continued his association
with this paper for about twenty-two years. It was a record of service on a
single paper for him. The Press, under Forney's leadership first supported
the administration of President Buchanan and later that of President Lincoln.
This newspaper, as has been pointed out earlier in this article, was one of
the most influential in the Civil War Period.

We have thus far purposely avoided mentioning Forney's break with
Buchanan for it deserves later and special attention. But we have an inter-
esting note on Buchanan's association with the Press.

Dr. Philip Shriver Klein, professor of history at the Pennsylvania State
College and an authority on the life and career of President Buchanan,
expresses the belief that Forney "was set up, as a peace-offering, in the
editorship of the Philadelphia Press — intended to be the main pro-adminis-
tration paper."

6 Lancaster County Historical Society, Vol. V, p. 132.
7 A Biographical History of Lancaster County, p. 208.

Personal letter to author of essay from Dr. Philip Shriver Klein, De-
partment of History, Pennsylvania State College, dated January 30, 1951.



Dr. Klein also stated that "Buchanan on numerous occasions provided
funds for Forney when he was editing a paper, and used his political in-
fluence to get Forney public printing work. Buchanan was the main financial
agent, I believe, in starting the Philadelphia Press." 9

The Chronicle, started as the Sunday Morning Chironicle sometime after
1858 by Forney, subsequently was changed to a daily and entitled, The
Washington Daily Chronicle. We know definitely that the Chronicle was in
existence on May 12, 1863, because in a letter to President Lincoln, Forney
does a little bragging— as editors are prone to do — about his circulation.
He reported that it then had a daily circulation of 25,000 — not bad at all
for a paper so young.10

It was in the Chronicle, the official organ of the Lincoln administration,
that the Lancaster native gave Lincoln and the Union some of his strongest
support. After the war, Forney devoted most of his time to the Press and
allowed the Chronicle to die."

Forney's last newspaper connection was with the Progress in Phila-
delphia. We know that on his death in that city on December 9, 1881, his son,
John W. Forney, Jr., assumed the management of that newspaper.12

But let's examine a few of Forney's editorial comments while he was
a young Lancaster editor for it was here that he laid the foundation for his
later and more important work.

Forney, with his partner, James H. Bryson, in the Intelligencer on March
14, 1837, stated with fervor its editorial purpose:

. In appearing before the public as conductors of one of the oldest
Democratic papers in the State, the subscribers are aware that they have
much to encounter. They are aware that the Opposition, here, have again
triumphed — aware, that the majority in Lancaster County ranges under its
banners. This, to many, would seem a discouraging prospect; but when they
look at the state of the Democratic Party — when, they behold it supported
by only one Press, which is nevertheless conducted with unquestioned talent,
and consider too, that upwards of Five Thousand voters in the county, avow
Democratic principles, they are led to believe that such a state of affairs
demands more than one assistant to forward that party's success.

. The undersigned have, after deep consideration, determined to
succeed to the arduous and responsible undertaking. They bring into the field
that energy and that activity, which are the natural concomitants of youth;
and what, with devotion to the advancement of the project a vindication of
Democratic men and measures — a resolution to cry out against every in-
fringement of law and order, without regard to persons or favor — a deter-
mination to uphold the interest of those whom the measures of the aristoc-
racy of the country would 'poorer,' the Mechanic and Workingman — what,
they ask, can dampen their spirits or subject their hopes! Nothing but the

9 Ibid.
10 Letter by Forney in the Robert Lincoln Collection.
11 History of American Journalism, p. 336.
12 The Lancaster New Era, Dec. 12, 1881, p. 2.
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withholding of that support — that reasonable support, proportionate to the
population of this county, they have a modest right to expect. If energy
can give them success — the battle is already won. If a love of Repub-
licanism can win for them the noble approbation of their friends, they will
never want for their approval. If a sharp attention to local concerns is
needed — they will ever be on the look out.

James H. Bryson,
John W. Forney."

In an editorial on December 26, 1837, in the same newspaper, Forney
gives his partner a pat on the back as a send off when the two dissolve their
partnership:

. . . A NEW FEATURE. — The relation which heretofore existed
the former proprietors of this paper — has been dissolved. The undersigned
deems it a matter of sheer justice to his late partner, Mr. Bryson, to say,
that he is a gentlemen of undoubted integrity, upright demeanor, and most
steady habits. In the long intercourse which has existed between us, either
as friends, or in the capacity of joint owners of the INTELLIGENCER, the
undersigned has never observed in Mr. Bryson anything unworthy of a
gentleman. While it is with regret that he bows before the circumstances
that have been instrumental in separating them, he cannot refrain from
bidding his former partner and still warm-hearted friend, "God speed!" May
his path be only where misfortune comes not — and his life-course full of

joy. . . . 	
John W. Forney."

Forney, as an examination of the old files of the Intelligencer and the
Intelligencer-Journal will attest, was deeply interested in politics. His ideas
were vividly expressed on the editorial and other pages of the newspapers.
On his editorial page of October 9, 1837 — the day before election — he in-
dulged in a headline display to catch the voter's eye:

" 'Strike for the green graves of your sires —
"God and your native land!'

"TO-MORROW, TO-MORROW
"The First Blow Will Be Struck For The

"Political Regeneration of
"PENNSYLVANIA! ! !

"TO THE POLLS, THEN,— TO THE POLES."'

On October 1, 1839,. Forney bought out the newspaper of his old teacher,
Hugh Maxwell, and combined the Journal with the Intelligencer.

The newspaper that day carried a rather long statement by Maxwell,
but Forney's statement for some reason was rather brief and reticent:

"We might fill columns with the encomiums of our kind-hearted brethren
of the Press, on the recent change that has been effected in this establish-
ment. We hope, however, to be enabled to fulfil a part of their predictions
by making the INTELLIGENCER AND JOURNAL a paper that may be read with
pleasure and profit by all. We thank them for their wishes."



Forney was likewise on March 18, 1845, very brief in stating that he
was turning his newspaper over to Marcus H. Holbrook, who by that time
was Forney's partner.

The Intelligencer-Journal a few days later carried excerpts from a num-
ber of State newspapers on Forney's appointment as assistant surveyor at
the Philadelphia Port.

Forney's political and newspaper careers — one giving sustenance to the
other — ran almost concurrently. Like his newspaper career, his political
career was long and somewhat distinguished. It, too, had its start in Lan-
caster. But in contrast to his newspaper career, Forney never made the first
team as a political candidate or appointee. While he held rather distinguished
political positions, he never received the recognition politically that his service
to party leaders and the party would appear to merit.

His two greatest political disappointments came in 1857 when he failed
to win either a post in Buchanan's cabinet or a seat in the U. S. Senate.
Ironically enough, these disappointments came at a time when his political
future looked the brightest — after Forney had been most influential in the
election of the fifteenth President.

Forney had worked long and hard for years toward Buchanan's eventual
election to the Presidency, but, for reasons to be considered later, Buchanan
failed to reward him with a cabinet post. Nominated as the Democratic
candidate for the U. S. Senate from Pennsylvania in a day when the State
Legislature filled the post, Forney was defeated by the political treason of
three members of his own party.13

Early in his life, Forney had expressed a strong interest in politics. In
1839 — at the age of twenty-two — he became prothonotary of the Lancaster
County Common Pleas Court for a short time. He also became secretary
of the Lancaster School Board, serving from May 10, 1839 to 1841. He was
twice elected Clerk of the U. S. House of Representatives, with periods of
service beginning in 1851 and 1858.

Forney, by virtue of holding this important and influential position in
the years of 1855 and 1856, had the distinction of serving as acting Speaker
of the House during the memorable struggle for election of Nathaniel P.
Banks for that position. 14 The House of Representatives tendered him a
unanimous vote of thanks for the able and impartial manner in which he
presided over it during this struggle for the speakership.

In March, 1871, Forney again returned to a position at the Philadelphia
Port — that of Collector under President Grant. He remained in that post
exactly a year when he resigned. His final service to his government was
as U. S. Centennial Commissioner to Europe, beginning in 1874. He remained
abroad for several years. We can readily see that two factors helped young
Forney in his political climb. They were his journalistic ability and his
friendship with Buchanan.

13 A Biographical History of Lancaster County, p. 209.
14 Ibid.



We earlier considered the eager young editor's letter to the future
fifteenth President. Only a small amount of imagination is required to
realize that the rather young Senator must have seen in the rather young
editor and publisher someone who could further his (Buchanan's) own
political career. Forney probably also was not unmindful of the benefits
that could and did — come through such a friendship.

To enhance Forney's own position and his possible service to Buchanan,
it should be noted that the young editor lived and worked at a time when
the newspapers could make or break a man politically. It was a time when
the newspapers almost alone were the sole crystalizers of public opinion in
contrast to a greater number of media today.

From that first letter by Forney to Buchanan, the correspondence grew
between the two men. This correspondence shows evidence of how close the
two men became as friends and political confederates. Buchanan trusted
the young editor implicitly.

Buchanan's confidence in Forney, at least on one occasion, boomeranged
for Buchanan. Buchanan's legation secretary at London was the colorful
Daniel Sickles, who popped in and out of the headlines most of his life.



single person for the Pennsylvania electoral vote and eventual elevation to
the White House.

Roy Franklin Nichols wrote this on Forney and his relation and service
to Buchanan:

. This unstable, energetic, voluble, and versatile newspaperman
had adopted Buchanan twenty years before, and had made the political
advance of the elder statesman his religion. In season and out, Forney had
managed to push his patron's advantage (and his own), and in the year 1856
no one had been more active than he. He assumed leadership in that great
drive which saved Pennsylvania to the Democracy and insured Buchanan's
election. He was in and out of Lancaster continually and liked to be con-
sidered as the President-elect's confidant, although he knew less of his
patron's purposes than the world at large gave him credit for. Buchanan
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found him both useful and trying, for Forney would drink and talk, and
always had much advice to give. . . " 18

Forney was active in the cabinet-making. But Buchanan ruled Forney
out as a member of the cabinet. Here was the start of the breakup of the
Buchanan-Forney friendship and association of twenty years' standing.
Some historians think that Forney's addiction to drink was responsible for
his being ruled out as a cabinet member by the fifteenth President. Dr.
Philip Shriver Klein has expressed this opinion, saying that this might have
caused Buchanan to feel it unwise to entrust Forney with public office.

But the fact that the journalist later held other very responsible positions
under other Presidents would cause one to wonder at the addiction for drink
being a real drawback to Forney's cabinet ambitions.

Why Buchanan should become so worried at this stage of the game also
seems a little puzzling. He had virtually turned his campaign over to Forney

18 The Disruption of American Democracy, by Roy Franklin Nichols, p. 55.



when he successfully sought both the Democratic nomination and later the
Presidency. So it would appear wise to consider another factor — still
keeping in mind Forney's apparent weakness for drink. That factor is
concerned with the President-elect himself.

Buchanan's public career — one at this time approaching nearly forty
years' duration — can be described as no less than brilliant . . . to this
point. He had made three unsuccessful bids for Presidential nominations in
1844, 1848, and 1852.

But in finally attaining his top goal, he came to the high office of
President at the decline of his career. Chaotic times and Buchanan's age
— sixty-five — no doubt were factors, but we readily note evidence of his
political deterioration.

Buchanan was the center of a sectionalism struggle — even in his
nomination — between the North and the South. He was plagued by office
seekers and advisors. In short, he must have been tired.

The South — always a good Democratic Party strong-hold — dominated
his cabinet making and cabinet.

Buchanan had been selected by the Democrats as their Presidential
nominee largely because, being ambassador to the Court of St. James — he had
not up to the time of his election been directly involved in the struggle
besetting the nation. His big asset has been that he had done nothing in
the pro-and anti-slavery struggle to alienate either side. But once in the
White House, he faced a problem that demanded of Buchanan that he show
his hand so to speak — the Kansas statehood or Lecompton question.

Buchanan first took a stand that favored the thinking of the North; i. e.,
that Kansas would be admitted as a totally free state. Meanwhile, there was
a state of open warfare existing in the State between the two factions with
each trying to adopt a constitution that favored its philosophy.

The Southern-minded faction rushed the Lecompton constitution through
in a questionable manner. It made no provisions for popular sovereignty
and virtually assured the state to the cause of slavery. But against advise
from his territorial governor in Kansas and others, Buchanan on February
2, 1858, urged the admission of Kansas into the Union under the Lecompton
Constitution.

Forney openly broke with Buchanan on this question in the columns of
the already powerful Press in Philadelphia. Roy Franklin Nichols has this
to say of the matter:

Then Lecompton arose, and Forney and his friend Governor
William F. Packer realized the Pennsylvania voters would not stomach
Buchanan's position. Therefore, the Press condemned Lecompton and upheld
Walker (who as territorial governor supported the anti-slavery side). This
'insubordination' cost Forney the blanks contract (for Postoffice Department
printed material) and any further favors from Buchanan. , A feud developed
between the federal machine of officeholders, and the Packer-Forney com-
bination, which embraced the holders of state patronage. . . . " 19

19 Mid, p. 204.



Forney's stand on Lecompton, we might point out, as a side note, was
probably more wise than that of the "Sage of Wheatland." Kansas was
admitted on January 29, 1861, with a "free" constitution. The struggle over
the Kansas question caused a permanent split in the Democratic Party and
caused the organization of an uncompromising anti-slavery party — the
Republican. Kansas further was saved for the Union cause! The moral issue
finally evolving in the Buchanan-Forney feud would cause most automatically
to take Forney's side in the dispute.

But whatever weaknesses Forney may have had in no way gave him
a tolerant philosophy toward the weaknesses of others, particularly those
persons in high places.

Two Presidents — Buchanan and Johnson — who by all standards of that
office were among the weakest in the nation's history were victims of his
wrath. Forney broke with President Johnson on a national issue in which
the editor thought the seventeenth President took a displeasing stand.

The full reasons why Buchanan overlooked Forney in making up his
cabinet probably never can be fully answered. As for Forney's drinking
habit being the sole factor, the fifteenth President himself was hardly a
teetotaler. He was known to appreciate a good drink.

Then in thinking that he should have a cabinet post, did Forney place
too high a value on his political services to "Old Buck"?

Buchanan, it would appear, thought enough of Forney's political support
to express concern when the editor apparently announced his backing of
President Pierce for a second term. Buchanan , while worrying about Pierce
seeking a second term, was serving the administration as minister to England.

Buchanan wrote his niece, Harriet Lane, from England:
. . . I presume that ere this you know that Col. Forney has come

out openly in favor of the renomination of Gen. Pierce. You know that I
consider this almost unavoidable. General P. placed him in the Union & has
maintained him there & afforded him the means of making a fortune.
Besides, he is the Editor of the President's official journal. Under these
circumstances, he could not have acted otherwise, & I do not blame him for
it. Still he will be severely attacked, & in self defense will be obliged to
come out & say he has acted thus because I had determined not to become
a candidate for nomination before the National Convention; & this defense
will be nothing more than the truth. This will possibly place Mr. Dallas
and General Pierce as rival candidates before the Democracy of Penna.,
which might prove unfortunate. But still be quiet & discreet & say
nothing. . . . " 20



with foreign Government, urging the recognition of the Confederacy. This
is in substance a charge of treason, without the shadow of a pretext, & ought
to be punished by an appeal to the Courts of justice. . . . 21

Forney supported Stephen A. Douglas for President in 1860. But at the
end of that year, he joined the then new Republican Party. Under it he
was to hold his highest office — that of U. S. Senate Secretary from 1861

to 1868.
Forney throughout his life demonstrated an instinct for fastening him-

self to the fortunes of prominent men. He also appeared to know when to
drop someone. After supporting Douglas for President on the Democratic
Party ticket, he on November 12, 1860, wrote President-elect Lincoln:

. . Although I do not claim to be a member of the Republican
Party yet for the year past circumstances have placed me in a position to
assist, if not in giving victory to that organization, at least in breaking down
the most corrupt administration of the General Government that has been
witnessed since the adoption of the Federal Constitution. This circumstance,
and the many kind inquiries you have made in regard to me, among your
friends emboldens me to address you a line — not for the purpose of making
a recommendation, or even a suggestion, but to put on record, as a journalist,
my estimates of Horace Greeley of New York.

"I have too much good sense to interfere among the factions in that
great state — for faction seems to be the prevailing element in American
politics — but I cannot restrain the utterance of the wish that you will not
pass by the eminent deserving, the rare talents, and the high and commanding
position, personal and political, of Mr. Greeley. I do not know whether he
expects to be included in the selection of your immediate counsellors, I do
not know what his friends may ask for him — I speak only the sentiment
of one who, having for years been opposed to him politically, and still
objecting to many of his principles — regard him as the first journalist in
America, and as eminently entitled to the thanks of his party for the rigor,
the courage, and the integrity of his general course. His speeches, like his
editorials are read, and admired of all men, and he wields an influence among
the masses which no public position could increase, and which long years
of partisan persecution have not lessened.

"Trusting that your administration may be auspiciously organized, and
that you may be sustained, through your entire term, by a kind Providence,
and the support of all conservative and national men. . . . " 22

Greeley never ended up in the Lincoln cabinet despite Forney's
powerful recommendation. But Forney about ten days later was to write
favorably of a man who did end up in the Lincoln cabinet as Secretary of
War. That man was the one who had defeated Forney for the U. S. Senator-
ship — Simon Cameron.

Historian Frederic A. Godcharles thought that the appointment of
Cameron to the Lincoln cabinet solidified the ties between Lincoln and Gov.

21 Ibid, Vol. XI, p. 275.
22 Letter by Forney in the Robert Lincoln Collection.



Andrew Gregg Curtin, eventually giving the famous Pennsylvania Civil War
governor more understanding of what would be required of the Keystone
State during the struggle with the South. 23 Cameron later left the cabinet
and there is among historians much question on his character and service
to the nation.

But what manner of man was Forney? Forney who became the intimate
friend and counselor of Presidents. The open and piercing critic of at least
two Presidents. A power in both major parties. One who hurdled party
lines with ease.

Forney was a fine looking man, of medium height, dark brown hair,
piercing eyes, and prominent features. He wore a beard. He was an ex-
cellent orator and had a calm, fluent, logic to his speaking. To emphasize
this ability, there is the story that the losing side in a Lancaster County
debate sent for the youthful Forney to save victory.24

Forney was a vain man — as men may dare to be — and he took pride
in his appointment by Gov. Francis R. Shunk on December 5, 1845, as an
aide-de-camp with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. "Shunk has made me a
Colonel since I saw you. A man's title is worth nothing if it is not known,"
the twenty-seven-year-old editor wrote Buchanan a few days later.25

Forney — like so many politicans then and now — used his title for
advertising only. For through two wars — the Mexican and Civil — he
battled with his pen . . . exclusively.

While Forney was at the conception of the scheme to build the Southern
Pacific Railroad as investor and director, there is evidence that he was rather
careless in money matters.

Following Forney's death, the New Era on December 12, 1881. carried
the story about his giving a large check on one bank while intending that
it should have been on another. In the mix-up he found he had a rather
sizeable account in the second bank of which he had completely forgotten.
The story stated that Forney was "supremely and curiously indifferent to
money matters." The article concluded that the story exemplified the "lavish
disposition of the man now mourned; lavish not only of his wealth; but
with the more precious treasures of his heart."

We could find no evidence that Buchanan and Forney had ever renewed
their friendship. But there is some indication that Forney became more
mellow with the years.

Forney, who while a member once had printed an elaborate membership
banner for Lancaster's old Union Fire Company, wrote to Alfred Sanderson
about the incident and his recollections of his old friends:

. . . I think that I was always a better printer than a politician,
and I am quite sure I took a good deal more trouble with the old Union Roll
than I did with the Democratic county ticket that year.

23 Chronicles of Central Pennsylvania, by Frederic A. Godcharles, former
State Librarian, Vol. I, pp. 361-362.

24 Lancaster County Historical Society, Vol. I, p. 148.
25 Letter dated Dec. 14, 1845.



. . . How well I recollect Adam Reigart, his handsome face, straight,
erect form, and his cue, his nutty old Madeira, at $1.00 a bottle, and frisky
Geo. Whitaker, his Union clerk, and the jolly fellows, Harry Rogers, George
W. Barton, William B. Fordney, Thomas F. Potter, etc., who would drop
in upon the 'favorite son of Pennsylvania,' who lived on the same side of the
street, on the corner of the alley, just above Adam Reigart's Wine store.
Mr. Buchanan, though fond of a glass of good old rye himself, kept these
young roysterers in awe — all but Fordney, who lives still to prove that he
was never afraid to show his sense of the good things of this world , and his
honest independence of character. . . . 2°

There also is other evidence that Forney became somewhat mellow with
the years:

. . . As a newspaper writer, few men ever penned more readable
or, when he pleased, more scathing articles. The writings of his later years,
less pungent, possess a deeper human wisdom and a sunnier glow of benev-
olence, making him equally enjoyable and much more welcome to the com-
munity at large. . . . In 1872, he' seemed to take a fresh political start,
from a new standpoint; to refuse obedience to the tyranny of authority, to
abandon the beaten path of the past, and to recognize the public good, as
he understood it, to be paramount to party." 27

Forney was born in Lancaster on September 30, 1817, the son of Peter
Forney and Margaret Wein Forney. His forebear was Peter Forney, who
came to America in 1786 from Rotterdam, Holland, and settled in the
Brownstown area. In that area many of his ancestors are buried in the
family cemetery.

He was married on October 22, 1839, to Elizabeth Matilda, daughter of
Philip Reitzel, proprietor of the Eagle Hotel and Reitzel Theatre in Lancaster.
The couple were the parents of five children. They were: Capt. James;
John W., Jr.; Mrs. W. W. Weigley; and the Misses Emma and Tillie.28

He died in Philadelphia early Friday morning on December 9, 1881, of
Bright's disease. 29 He had been confined to bed for about a week after
suffering a severe cold while on a trip to Washington, 1). C. He occupied the
editorial chair of the Progress in Philadelphia right up to the time of his
confinement in bed.

Among his pallbearers were the great of his and their era: Gen. Winfield
Scott Hancock, Gen. Daniel E. Sickles, Ex-Speaker of the U. S. House of
Representatives, Samuel J. Randall, Ex-Gov. Andrew Gregg Curtin, and A.
K. McClure. 30 He was interred in Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia.

J. M. W. Geist, editor of the Lancaster New Era on the editorial page
in the edition of December 9, 1881, said of Forney:

"He was an ornament to his profession, and Pennsylvania has cause to
be proud of the son who, in fullness of his career, has just been called away."

26History of the Union Fire Co. No. 1, Lancaster, Pa., pp. 60-61.
27 The Biographical Encyclopedia of Pennsylvania, pp. 23-24.
28 Intelligencer and Journal, Dec. 9, 1881.
29 Lancaster New Era, Dec. 9, 1881.
30 Ibid, Dec. 10, 1881.



The editorial on Forney's death we liked the best — because it gave a
rounded picture of the editor — was that which appeared in his old
Intelligencer on the day of his death. The editorial — probably by Andrew
Jackson Steinman — follows:

"FORNEY'S CHARACTER AND CAREER.

"The news of the death of John W. Forney will be sadly heard by very
many people in this place of his nativity and scene of the successful labors
of his early manhood, where his genial character made his acquaintances his
friends, and his intelligent activity drew upon him the eyes and gained him
the respect of the whole community. He was a remarkable character,
endowed with a strength that took him close to the doors of the highest
stations, but yet dropped him short of the entrance. The arrow sped from a
stout bow, but yet not so stout as to carry it to the fairly-aimed-at mark.
Col. Forney was a politician of a high order, but not a statesman of the
highest. Making state-craft the business of his life, he lacked the independ-
ence and steadfastness to principle that would have made successful the force
with which his aim was followed.

"It cannot be said of him, as it can be of most men, that he did not
use all the talents with which he was endowed by nature. He occupied the
very front ranks in public observation that he could reach. He was re-
strained by no sluggishness of disposition or diffidence of character from
pressing as far forward as he could get. His industry was great, and his
ability to graciously encounter his fellow men was unsurpassed. It may be
assumed that he accomplished in his life all that his mental strength enabled
him to, barring the lack of luck which may have forbidden him opportunities
of greater prominence, if not of greater distinction. Almost he was a
United States senator; but it is not certain that he would have illuminated
the position, although it is beyond question that he was a vastly superior
man to the most of those who fill it.

"There is no doubt at all that Col. Forney was a man of brains and
great talents, although we may not claim for him the highest order of mind.
He arose from obscurity to great prominence, and honestly earned a great
deal of money while attracting a great deal, also of public applause; a faculty
which is notably rare among our public men. And yet probably it was this
matter of money that was the greatest drag upon his aspiration after fame;
for, freely as he made, he yet more freely spent, and was seldom clear from
a pressing necessity to supply the material wants of his extravagant dis-
position. Independence is a difficult, if not impossible, thing to such a
character. If Col. Forney had been born a millionaire he would have been
still the same ardent, industrious, warm-hearted man, with the ability to
indulge the natural promptings of his honest nature. And, at least while
his fortune endured, the country would have had in him a zealous servant
without fear or reproach. Indeed we do not know any man who could have
been liberally pensioned upon the country for his life with greater profit to
it than John W. Forney. He would have done it the good service of which



he was capable, with ardor and singleness of heart, He was exceedingly
ambitious of fame and singularly unmoved by base considerations. The
warm friendship felt for him by so many men attests the number of delight-
ful traits in his character; and if we admit that he had weaknesses too, we
only admit his humanity.

"A great change was given to his life by his difference with Mr.
Buchanan, of whom, having been the warmest friend and advocate, he became
one of the bitterest foes. The break in the relations of the two men neces-
sarily followed Mr. Buchanan's elevation to power, because of the marked
difference in the generosity of their characters. Forney was full of it,
Buchanan had none to speak of. Forney was the prime agent in securing
Buchanan's nomination, and it never occurred to him that his successful
efforts would not be magnificently acknowledged. Not that he worked for
his friend mainly for the reward. His enthusiasm was grounded upon his
respect for his talents and the cordial friendship which the great man showed
him. But when the president turned coldly away from him, after he attained
the place which his humbler instrument had done so much to secure for him,
Col. Forney's feelings were of course outraged, his sensibilities wounded,
his self-love bruised, and his veneration for Mr. Buchanan turned into hatred
by his great ingratitude. Mr. Buchanan doubtless did not consider himself
ungrateful. He thought that he had done much for Forney in writing him
an unwise letter intended to secure for him the senatorship from Pennsyl-
vania. He refused to feel any obligation resting upon him. It was not his
nature to. He could not cling to his friends, and his entrance into the
presidency severed his relations with most of them. It was not to their
discredit, if they thought they were badly used. The scriptural rule to turn
the unsmitten cheek also to the smiter is not an accepted one in our lives.
Col. Forney went out from his friendship with Mr. Buchanan supported by
the sympathy of a host of friends who made at once successful the newspaper
to which that rupture gave rise.

"It was a fortunate thing for Col. Forney that he got away from his
dependence into independence; and it would have been still more fortunate
if he could have staid independent in the proud position he had at the head
of his journal. But he yearned for office, got it, and became an organ and
an instrument. He ground and was ground; and was shattered; and shorn
of much of his influence before he broke away again to independence in the
closing days of his active life."

The newspapers the week of Forney's death, particularly the Intelligencer,
were discussing the projected biography of a man who had died thirteen
years earlier — James Buchanan.

There was some concern that George Ticknor Curtis, Buchanan's official
biographer, had the necessary acquaintance and understanding for his task.

The proposed biography — no matter what its outcome — would be one
in which a brilliant editor and politician had helped to shape some of the
chapters.
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